
F U R N I T U R E

ELEMENTS



AGATI’s Elements Desking System is a smart solution to 

any workplace. Comprised of a series of streamlined and 

structurally sound components, the Elements Desking

System is versatile in function and sleek in style. Whether

it’s a single private office or an eight person computer 

station, Elements adapts to fit the number of users as 

well as their individual and group needs.

Originally designed for a Manhattan

hospital looking for efficient use of

space and workstations that would

stand up to everyday rigors of a fast

paced, heavily used environment, the

Elements System transcends markets.

Institutional clients immediately recog-

nized the benefit of a stylish workstation

that still provides superior durability.

Adaptable power modules also make this unit ideal for

temporary workstation needs or multiple user training

rooms, as well as private office or small group settings.

Storage options abound, adding further style and appeal

while keeping workstations organized and worksurfaces

uncluttered. Mobile pedestals and return tables allow 

for additional guests and impromptu collaboration.

In a world where the landscape of the workplace 

is constantly changing, AGATI keeps in stride by 

identifying two key constants: versatility and durability.

AGATI understands the importance of being a resource 

and offers a solution that accommodates users of 

all types and anticipates the diversity of their needs.

Solid, smart workspace solutions.
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Desks: Panel height: 29”

Floor clearance: 12”

Workstation: Panel height: 31”

Floor clearance: 12”

13”

Dimensions are nominal.

57”

Configurations illustrated represent just some

of the possibilities for the Elements Desking

System. Custom options upon request. 

For more assistance in configuring Elements 

to your space, please visit agati.com or 

contact your local AGATI representative. 

Celebrated for its design. 

Chosen for its quality.


